The project seeks to empower and protect Women Human Rights Defenders ("WHRDs") in Cambodia. The target/beneficiaries of this project are WHRDs who have been victims, or are at risk, of violence and/or trauma as a result of their activities in the field of human rights.
I believe I am a victim, how can the Project help me?

The type of support given depends on the needs of WHRDs:

- **Legal assistance**
  - if you are facing judicial harassment (e.g., if you are summoned to court, charged or detained), or you were denied access to justice, the Project can provide you with legal advice and/or with a lawyer.

- **Humanitarian**
  - if you need emergency support (such as but not limited to, safety tools, food and goods supplies, medical care, family visits in jail cases), the Project can provide you with the appropriate kind of support.

- **Psychological**
  - if you think that you are suffering psychologically and need counseling, the Project can provide you with assistant in partnership with the Transcultural Psychosocial Organization (TPO).

How do I apply?

Please send a request for support and a detailed explanation of your situation to CCHR Women Human Rights Defenders Project at info@cchrcambodia.org, or to CCHR’s office at: #798, St. 99, P.O. Box 1506, Sangkat Boeung Trabek, Khan Chankar Mon, Phnom Penh. You can also call (+855) 17 50 50 50 or (+855) 23 72 69 01. Your application will be considered by the Protecting Fundamental Freedoms Committee to see if it fulfills CCHR policy criteria.